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The REALITY of

Addressing the Viability of a Substantive Due
Process Attack on Florida's Purported Stance Against
Participation in Fantasy Sports Leagues that Involve
the Exchange of Money
-

By Neville Firdaus Dastoor*

"Maybe it's just a fantasy league, but
I can't imagine few things I'll miss
more...than the annual draft at Lee's

after he and his friends discovered the intoxicating
world of fantasy sports, society has not suffered.
Neither mob boss A Capone nor Tony Soprano
house - cracking the same jokes,
moved into town. The local convenience store was
seeing old friends, laughing for five
never held up for funds that would supply the typical
straight hours, putting another year in
$ 100 prize funds for season champions. In fact, local
the books. Maybe you know what I
crime rates fluctuated along the same trend as the
mean."'
rest of the country.' Furthermore,the author's family
- Bill Simmons - The Sports Guy,
life is just fine, thank you.
ESPN the Magazine
The author is not the only one to be caught
in the fantasy sports movement hitting mainstream
'TThe] regulatory regime isso pierced
America. More than eleven million people have
by exemptions and inconsistencies that
joined the ranks of fantasy sports enthusiasts, and
the Government cannot hope to
the number isgrowing.4 Every major sport is covered
" '2
exonerate i
including football, basketball, baseball, hockey, golf,
- Justice John Paul Stevens, United
NASCAR, and fishing.'
States Supreme Court
The author and his friends were involved in
typical fantasy sports leagues. First, they chose a
proper Internet site from among the standard
his author participated in fantasy sports offerings; Yahoo.com, ESPN.com, Sportingews.com
while attending the University of Florida as an all provide services.' At the start of every football
undergraduate student. A more apt description, and basketball season, they would congregate at
factoring in actual time commitments and levels of someone's apartment stocked with chips and beer,
interest, is that the author attended the University or connect via the Internet, and conduct a "draft,"
of Florida while managing fantasy sports teams. The where players from actual teams of the particular
author was the sole proprietor, coach, spokesman, sport were selected to fill out a ten to fifteen man
cheerleader, and critic of three fantasy teams, roster. Success of the participant teams was
spanning two sports. He is happy to report that determined by the actual performance of the
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selected players which translated into points tallied
either at the end of each game, or the end of each
season. The winner of each league received as a
prize the sum of the entry fees that were submitted
at the beginning of the season. 7 The typical prize
never exceeded $100. Magazines, flow charts, and
valuable master lists were common as the author
and his friends realized (through years of repeated
failure) that consistent success usually came to the

a7Y
legality. 4 The Attorney General opinion acts as a
signal from the state that it probably would employ
its police powers should the fantasy sports issue
come to the state legislature or before the courts.
The Attorney General's opinion is not
binding law and the state courts have not yet decided
this particular issue. However, the Florida judiciary
has been deferential to Attorney General opinions,
especially when they deal with a specific question
before the court." A
telling fact is three of
the largest fantasy
Internet providers
explicitly state in their
rules

that

residents
h

one most knowledgeable and prepared. The author
loved fantasy sports for the camaraderie it fostered
between him and his friends. He knew that even
after graduation this common interest in fantasy
sports would allow them the opportunity to maintain
and strengthen their friendships.8
What the author did not know was that his
participation in this seemingly innocent activity
probably made him and his friends criminals. Florida
Statute § 849.14 criminalizes any game where "money
or other things of value [are placed] upon the result
of any trial or contest of skill... *" In 199 1,the state
Attorney General opinioned the statute to include
the prohibition of fantasy sports leagues that involved
cash prizes funded by participants' entry fees. 0
According to theAttorney General's interpretation,
participants and providers of such leagues are guilty
of a misdemeanor." The Attorney General's office
reaffirmed this opinion in April 2003.12
Florida and Louisiana stand alone in
addressing fantasy sports as most other states have
not specifically addressed (through case history or
Attorney General opinions) whether their gambling
statutes encompass fantasy sports. 3 So, legal
scholars and fantasy sports providers are forced to
interpret the relevant state statutes to determine

eligible

Florida

are not
for prize

money.'6 Therefore, it

is quite likely that a
state
prosecution
against a fantasy sports
provider or individual
c
participant would result
in a criminal sanction.
While the likelihood of
a prosecution of an intimate fantasy sports group
may seem unlikely now,'7 the mere possibility of such
a state action against an innocent expression of
friendship should be a troubling proposition for the
Floridian fantasy sports participant.
What should be more disturbing is the stark
arbitrariness with which the Florida legislature and
courts have carved out exceptions to its antigambling statutes. Exceptions have been allowed by
the legislature for "pari-mutuel" activities including
horse and dog track betting and for games of skill
including bowling tournaments and hole-in-one golf
tournaments. 8 Furthermore, certain "penny-ante"
games like poker and bingo receive protection. 9
These exceptions have been justified under the
general notion that the Legislature has the supreme
ability to utilize its police powers0 to determine
and regulate certain activities that serve as a
detriment to societal welfare.
Admittedly, the state has the power, duty
and legitimate interest in regulating gambling activities
via its police powers because of the readily apparent
public policy considerations. However, when the
exercise of police power enters the realm of
arbitrariness and there is no rational basis for the
regulation of a particular activity,courts have upheld

Fourteenth Amendment substantive due process
claims brought by individuals and entities interested
in participating in the regulated activity." One way
to demonstrate arbitrariness is to show a particular
regulated activity is indistinguishable, or less harmful
to society, than certain similarly situated activities
which are exempted from regulation32
The participation in fantasy sports is
comparable to those activities the Florida legislature
and courts exempted from regulation. In fact, when
compared to its protected counterparts,
participation in fantasy sports leagues does not lead
to any additional negative effects typically associated
with gambling activities.23 For example, there is no
evidence of a correlation between participation in
fantasy sports and a rise in crime, a decline in the
economy, or a fundamental breakdown in the family
structure. This realization is even more apparent
when the kind of fantasy sports leagues with which
the author and his friends are involved are analyzedintimate leagues comprised primarily of close friends
and family members who are more interested in
maintaining friendships and camaraderie than in the
money.
Under the Due Process Clause, an attack
could be mounted against an anti-gambling statute
that targets fantasy sports leagues (especially the
kind of intimate leagues participated in by the author)
while exempting similar activities for seemingly
arbitrary reasons. The argument could be made that
regulation of participation in the more intimate forms
of fantasy leagues comprises an infringement on an
individual's fundamental liberty of social association
that may receive heightened judicial protection. 4
However, recent decisions by the Supreme Court
indicate its unwillingness to recognize many
fundamental liberties beyond those that involve the
most intimate of personal decisions.2
The more persuasive argument to bring
before the Court is that
the

regulation

of

participation in or the
providing of fantasy
sports leagues poses an

on
infringement
economic liberties.
While the Court has not
protected economic
liberties with a high
standard of judicial

p
.

scrutiny since the early twentieth century,2 6 the
blatant arbitrariness with which Florida may deal with
fantasy sports could provide enough reason for the
Court to uphold a substantive due process claim.
This comment will examine the viability of
a substantive due process claim brought by an
individual participant or fantasy sports provider
seeking an injunction against the state for an
exception to the gambling statutes should the state
accept theAttorney General's opinion. Part I briefly
examines why it is important to seek such an
injunction against a seemingly obscure and unlikely
application of Florida law. Part II examines the
Court's substantive due process jurisprudence and
the likelihood that it could be used to defend a
prosecution against participation in fantasy sports
leagues. Finally, Part III proposes that Florida amend
its gambling statutes to allow for activities akin to
intimate fantasy sports leagues.

If history is an appropriate indicator, Florida
fantasy sports participants are in no imminent danger.
Since Attorney General Butterworth issued his
advisory opinion in 199 1,Florida has not prosecuted
anyone for participating in fantasy sports leagues.2"
Every year since 1991 the numbers of Florida citizens
playing in fantasy sports leagues increases.2 9
However, Florida authorities have shown a propensity
in the past to cite citizens for breaking obscure laws,
regardless of how absurd the application of the law
may seem to the average citizen. 0
For example, in 1981 it was illegal to
participate in any game of poker, no matter where

the game was played or how minimal the stakes."
Under the application of this law, eight senior citizens
(known as the "Largo Eight") were cited for playing
nickel and dime poker in
their mobile home
community and were
each fined $75 and 30
days

is much debate as to whether this clause pertains
only to procedural matters,38 the Supreme Court
has nevertheless interpreted the Fourteenth

probation3 2(in

P
the
to
response
W t_
absurdities that resulted
from the regulatory
scheme,
Florida
eventually allowed for
some
penny-ante
games). This application
of the gambling laws led to a community outcry and
the situation received national media attention.3
Again in 199 1, police officers laughed in the face of
reasonableness by first spending an hour of the
taxpayers' money staking out a seven-man 20-centper-hand pinochle game on Hudson Beach and then
arresting the senior citizen participants known as
the "Hudson Seven" The implication is that Florida
authorities will take action against its citizens even
when armed with what seems to be a truly absurd
34
and meaningless application of the laws.

Amendment's Due Process Clause as imposing
substantive restrictions on governmental actions.3 9
Part II of this note traces the probable
evolution and outcome of a substantive due process
claim brought against the state of Florida should it
act upon the Attorney General's suggestion that
fantasy sports leagues violate the state's gambling
statutes. Note again that Florida has not affirmatively
prohibited, by statute, participation in or the
providing of fantasy sports leagues. This section
provides a roadmap for how a potential lawsuit
against the state could be argued.

Assuming Florida adopted the attorney
general's opinion as law, standing requirements would
limit the pool of potential plaintiffs that could bring
a substantive due process claim against the state of
Florida.40 The likely candidates who would meet
the standing requirement include an individual or
Assuming that a particular fantasy sports group of fantasy sports participants engaged in an
league fits within the parameters of Florida's anti- intimate league who could be prosecuted under the
gambling statute, an enforcement of that statute statute for participating in a league. Another
against the participation in, or the providing of, the possibility isan individual or group of potential fantasy
league could be nullified by a court if the statute sports participants who would take part in fantasy
was unconstitutional or was being unconstitutionally sports league but for the statute. Fantasy sports
applied. The most viable option within the catalog leagues providers, for example ESPN.com, would also
of constitutional challenges is the Due Process have proper standing because the state action would
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment."
The infringe upon their ability to do business with Florida
amendment enforces, in pertinent part, a restriction residents. In any case, the remedy sought would be
on state rights, reading "nor shall any State deprive an injunction issued by the Court prohibiting the
any person of life, liberty, or property, without due enforcement of Section 849.19 against participation
"'36 It applies the
process of law...
same restrictions in, or the providing of, fantasy sports.
to state governments that the Fifth Amendment
applies to the federal government.17 Although there
Paadg

fo
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of judicial scrutiny high enough to strike down the
contested state regulation.44 Determining the level
of scrutiny is vital because the Court rarely upholds
The first step in bringing a substantive due any legislation against a due process challenge when
process challenge is to identify the liberty that the it applies strict judicial scrutiny. State action touching
state action is infringing.4 Only then will the Court non-fundamental liberties is typically afforded high
scrutinize the state action.42 Typically, state deference by the Court and almost always survives
prohibitions do infringe upon a liberty and the judicial scrutiny.4 The Court has traditionally
substantive due process interference is,therefore, recognized two different sets of fundamental liberties
easy to identify.43 Even the most traditionally that receive strict judicial scrutiny: I) liberties
unchallenged laws, like the speed limit, do involve enumerated in the Constitution's Bill of Rights4 and
infringements on personal liberty-- in that case, the 2) liberties the Court deems self-evident, essential,
liberty to speed.
fundamental and help give "life and substance" to
For individual or group fantasy participants, the Constitution's specific guarantees.47
the infringement could be classified as an intrusion
The Court has consistently afforded these
upon the liberty to contract (if there was an existing two sets of liberties the highest level of judicial
contract with a fantasy sports provider or if there scrutiny, known as strict scrutiny or the compelling
would be but for the statute) or an infringement governmental interest test.4 Therefore, if it can be
upon the liberty to freely associate with one's friends argued that any of the aforementioned liberties
in a recreational activity. For the fantasy sports concerning fantasy sports participants or providers
are specifically listed, or
if an analogy can be
drawn to a fundamental
liberty that the court
R4~4::

a

has enunciated, then
any anti-fantasy sports

league

regulation

r ragainst the

liberty

would have to pass the
extremely high litmus
test of judicial strict
scrutiny.
At that
juncture, the state's
typical
arguments

concerning the evils
associated

k -commonly

providers, the infringement could be characterized
as an intrusion upon the provider's liberty to contract
(for example, a new fantasy provider could contract
with a Florida resident for services and not include
the typical ESPN-type caveat that the provider will
not disburse prize winnings) and operate a business
in a manner it sees fit.
After identifying the liberty, the key question
becomes whether the interference hinders a liberty
which is"fundamental" enough to warrant a standard

with gambling would
not pass constitutional
muster.
However, if a
liberty does not fall
under one of these two categories, then any
corresponding regulations are afforded an extremely
low standard of judicial scrutiny, the rational basis
test. None of the mentioned liberties associated
with fantasy sports leagues seem to possess
characteristics that would classify them within either
of the two sets of specially protected liberties.
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(I) No Infringement with
Specifically Listed Liberties

0

r

-c .

argument would be that a fantasy participant is
choosing to spend his time and money associating
with a particular group of individuals to share a
common interest and that the First Amendment
expressly protects this."5 However, the Court has
rejected the proposition that the amendment's
protections are as far reaching as the realm of purely

The specifically listed liberties within the Bill
of Rights offer little worthwhile text as support for
the assertion that state regulation of fantasy sports
leagues infringes upon a specifically listed protection.
56
Conceivably, fantasy sports participants could invoke social associations.
the First Amendment's protection that government
The Court has protected the First
shall not infringe upon citizens' liberties of free Amendment's specifically listed freedom of
speech or to peaceably assemble.49 The argument association when it involves those activities
would be that by participating in a fantasy sports commonly linked to political association, like speech
league and contributing money to it,a fantasy sports assembly."1 In Dallas v.Stanglin, 8 the Court held that
participant is exercising his freedom of speech by a city ordinance, restricting the age of minors who
expressing to the world a particular way to allocate could attend dance halls, did not violate the First
one's resources.
Amendment because the "Constitution does not
However, First Amendment liberties have recognize a generalized right of social
primarily been tied to speech that is offered in the association.... " " The Court held so even after
"marketplace of ideas" to affect the political considering that dance hall patrons paid a fee to
process.5 0 The Court
has consistently rejected
the idea that any activity
is absolutely protected
from regulation simply
because it entails some
theoretical embodiment
of expression.5 ' The
f
Court has held "[i]t is

possible to find some
kernel of expression in
almost every activity a
person undertakes-for
example, walking down
the street or meeting one's friends at a shopping
mall-but such a kernel is not sufficient to bring the
activity within the protection of the First
Amendment." 2 Such regulation only accidentally
interferes with speech and in these situations the
Court has employed a balancing test to determine
whether the state's regulatory interest outweighs
the amount of accidental interference on the speaker,
in light of the expressive alternatives available to the
speaker.5 3 Here, the state interest would be to
eliminate the negative effects of gambling, and the
potential interference with speech isminimal because
there are readily available alternatives for a
participant to express his views on how society
4
should allocate its resources.
The same sort of analysis probably holds true
for a potential invocation of the First Amendment's
protection of the freedom of association. The likely

"associate" in the dance hall. It stated that this kind
of association did not constitute the expressive
action captured by the First Amendment and that
the affected people were not taking positions on
public issues.60 An attenuated argument could be
made that fantasy sports participants are different
from the dance hall patrons because fantasy leagues
are frequently comprised of friends and not strangers
(although one could pay an entry fee to be assigned
to a league of strangers). However, the tone of this
decision seems to indicate a propensity of the Court
not to protect any kind of social association that is
not some how involved with furthering a public
debate.

(2) Potential Infringement
with UnlistedYet Fundamental
Liberties

(although the case was overruled and denied

Like their incongruence with any specifically
listed liberty, the liberties associated with the
participation in or the providing of fantasy sports
leagues probably do not analogize favorably with the
recognized fundamental yet unlisted liberties that
are also afforded strict judicial scrutiny. This reality
exists for two reasons. First, while critics may argue
that the Court's current stance is fairly ambiguous,
the Court has at least delineated a class of liberties
that it will protect as fundamental. Generally, these
unlisted, fundamental rights the Court currently
recognizes spawned from the controversial Roe v.
Wade6' decision - a decision that specifically deemed
fundamental a woman's liberty to choose whether
to have an abortion, and more broadly, a citizen's
right to privacy and to make intimate, individual and
family decisions.62
Second, the Court has taken a clear stance
against recognizing economic liberties as
fundamental. This marks a sharp distinction between
the Court's stances early in the twentieth century.63
Indeed, if fantasy sports leagues existed in the early
twentieth century, a claim that a regulation was
violating a participant's liberty to spend money freely
or a provider's liberty to contract would have been
welcomed by the Court. Times have changed. Absent
a display of judicial smoke and mirrors,64 the Court
claims to apply a highly deferential standard of review
to regulation touching on mere economic liberties.
This is the likely standard that would be applied in a
fantasy sports opinion.
With prospects so bleak of the Supreme
Court recognizing as fundamental the affected
liberties of a regulated fantasy league, it may seem
like a futile exercise to analyze the Court's rationale
and reasoning in this area. Howeverthere are a few
reasons to do so. First, there is always the possibility
that the Court will extend its protection to include
new fundamental liberties. Observers of the Court's
substantive due process jurisprudence have long
warned of judicial subjectivity in deciding exactly
what is fundamental.6 5 There is a possibility that a
Court could surprise observers in a future
enunciation of what is fundamental.66 There has at
least been a tremor in one district court that the
right to free association is, in fact, fundamental

Griswold v.Connecticut6 established current
substantive due process jurisprudence. 9 In Griswold,
the constitutionality of two statutes prohibiting the
use of contraception was challenged on substantive
due process grounds.7" The Court reiterated its
stance that it would not strike down laws touching
"economic problems" or "business affairs" with
substantive due process. 7' However, the Court
expanded its conception of fundamental liberties,
recognizing certain liberties that exist within the

certiorari).

67

(a) No Congruence with Roe

"penumbras" of the specifically listed rights.72

In Roe v.Wade 3,the Court further indicated
which unlisted liberties it would recognize as
fundamental. 74 The Court again recognized as

fundamental the Griswold right of privacy along with
those "personal rights that can be deemed
fundamental or implicit in the concept of ordered
7 " The
liberty."
Court also extended fundamental
treatment to activities relating to marriage,
procreation, family relationships, child rearing, and
education. 76 Therefore, for these liberties mentioned
in Roe, the Court utilizes the compelling state interest
77
test when scrutinizing corresponding regulations.
Note that Planned Parenthood ofSoutheastern Pa. v.
Casey' 8 inserted a new step in the Court's scrutiny
process. 79 Before applying the two-prong compelling
state interest test the Court asks whether the state
action is an "undue burden" on the infringed upon
liberty.8" The Court will only apply the compelling
state interest test if it finds that the state action
places an undue burden on the liberty.
Since Casey, the trend of the current
Supreme Court seems to be in the direction of
restricting the scope of substantive due process.8 '
Perhaps this trend is best articulated in the Court's
recent decision in Washington v. Glucksberg.82 The
case involved the liberty of a terminally ill patient to
end his life with the use of assisted suicide
techniques. Following the Roe reasoning, one would
have assumed that this was a fundamental, unlisted
liberty that the Court would nurture due to the
intimate, familial decision it involves. However, the
Court explained that restraint was necessary in the
due process arena and that it must "exercise the
utmost care whenever...asked to break new ground
in this [substantive due process] field..."'

4

After

Glucksberg,the prevailing viewpoint isthat the Court's

p F-

recognition of fundamental, unlisted liberties extends
only to the liberty of abortion.
Given the Court's holding in Glucksberg, it is
extremely difficult to imagine that the liberties
previously identified with fantasy sports leagues could
fit within the Court's established framework. No
reasonable analogy can be made between the liberty
to participate in fantasy sports with the liberty of a
woman to have an abortion. However, as the history
of the Court shows, changes in reasoning, policy
stances, and Constitutional interpretations are not
unprecedented, so there is at least a possibility,
however slim,that the Court could tweak its position.
One line of attack with some support in
Supreme Court precedent (that has never been
explicitly overruled) isthe right to social association

J_

IV

used to identify which associations garnered
heightened judicial scrutiny. It extends the greatest
protection to the most intimate familial relations
and the least protection to large business
enterprises.9' Factors such as size, purpose, policies,
selectivity, and congeniality all played a part in the
determination of whether a particular association
was more akin to a protected, intimate familial
association or an unprotected large business
92

enterprise.

The Roberts Court's application of these
factors indicates how the Court might treat
participation in an intimate fantasy sports league. In
Roberts, the particular association in issue was a nonprofit membership corporation involved in nurturing
civic interest and involvement in young men.93 In
8 6
protected under the Due Process Clause.
The finding that the association lacked the distinctive
Court could deduce that the freedom of First characteristics that would qualify it for heightened
Amendment is moot without the implied liberty of constitutional protection, the Court pointed to the
social association. If the Court accepted this fact that the group was very large and generally
argument, then the claim of a properly situated set of unselective in its membership.9 4 For example, the
7
fantasy participants may be a viable one.
group was comprised of 430 members and there
In the 1984 Roberts vjaycee opinion, the were no established criteria for scrutinizing
Supreme Court recognized the right of intimate applicants.95 New members were consistently and
social association as integral to the maintenance of actively recruited and there was no consideration
the Bill of Rights. The Court explained that"because given to their backgrounds. 96
the Bill of Rights is designed to secure individual
Depending on the kind of fantasy sports
liberty, it must afford the formation and preservation league in question, there is an argument available
of certain kinds of highly personal relationships a that participation may qualify for constitutional
substantial measure of sanctuary from unjustified protection under a fundamental right of social
interference by the State" ' 9 The Court insinuated association. For example, millions of people around
that those associations
that attended the
"sustenance of the
family" were clear
examples of associations
that are protected
because they "reflect the
realization
that
individuals draw much of
r
emotional
the
enrichment from close
ties with others" and
that
protection
"safeguards the ability
ta
independently to define
one's identity that is
central to any concept of
t
liberty."9 0 The Court

-.

went on to explain a

sliding scale approach

I

the country participate in a kind of fantasy sports
league, where friendship and the maintenance of ties
is as important as how many points Shaquille O'Neal
scored in last night's game.97 These are the intimate
leagues across the country - the modern day poker

championships in nine years, driving teams out of
our league ....
Those were the days. I spent entire
weekends charting positions, scouring for sleepers,
re-charting players and preparing for every possible
draft scenario:"0 3 People (including this author and
his friends) across the
country and in the state
of Florida have similar
0 4 In fact,
some people base entire
Sexperiences.

i

family vacations around
a fantasy sports draft
date. 05
These
fantasy
leagues lean more
toward the intimate,
familial side of the social
association spectrum
1

Sr.gthat

crew - comprised of life-long friends and relatives,
where group size is limited by the number of close
friends you invite and the criterion for selection
include whether you had the same 6th grade teacher
or whether you share the same DNA. 8
These kinds of leagues and their profound
effect on people's family and social lives have been
well documented. The writings of Bill Simmons,
popular writer for ESPN.com and ESPN the
Magazine, provide a poignant depiction of this kind
of intimate fantasy league in which millions of
Americans take part.99 Several of Simmons bi-weekly
articles are devoted to his fantasy sports experience
with special attention given to the stories that arise
out of the yearly fantasy sports drafts attended by
himself, his close friends, and his father. 0 Simmons
related that, "[w]e travel to the same house every
year. Eat the same food every year.'' 1° In describing
the camaraderie and pleasure that arose out of a
typical fantasy football session, Simmons said, "...an
entire weekend was built around the draft: partying
like rock stars on Friday, [playing] football all day
Saturday, more partying Saturday night "' 02 Simmons
described with fondness the time he and his father
spent together in fantasy baseball leagues:"[b]ack in
the 1980s, Dad and I teamed up for five

more clearly "reflect

the considerations that
f
have
led
to an
understanding
of
freedom of association
as an intrinsic element of
personal liberty."'0 6
Unlike the association in Roberts,these fantasy sports
leagues are distinctly small in size, one of the key
factors mentioned in the case. Additionally, there is
not an open-ended admissions policy. Rather,
membership is primarily based on ties of friendship
and family. Congeniality within these groups is high,
as it isa well-known fact in the fantasy sports industry
that good-natured ribbings and criticisms of fellow
managers' teams is an inevitable reality of fantasy
sports league participation. 0 7 Finally, the purpose
of participating in such leagues isadmittedly varied;0 8
however it cannot be denied that one of the main
rationales for participation is intrinsically linked in
the need to communicate and associate with one's
friends. 09
Other forms of fantasy sports league
participation may also fall under the protection of
the Roberts paradigm. For example, even Internet
leagues where an individual pays a subscription fee
to be assigned to a random group provide the
opportunity for friendships and relationships to grow.
Jim Hopkinson, product marketing manager for
ESPN.com in 2001, explains that the spirit of
competition implicit in fantasy sports leagues
engenders a sense of community even among former
strangers."0 Hopkinson personally participates in

Tise Reaiity of Fanta
leagues with players from Atlanta, Boston, and
Poland.' The unique functions of Internet sites,
with their message board and instant messaging
capabilities, allow managers of teams to form
friendships and bonds with people around the
country. II

Since there are usually no size limitations
on participating in an on-line fantasy sports service
and membership is not limited by any criterion, online fantasy sports do not meet the requirements
3
for constitutional protection set out in Roberts."
However,recent scholarship suggests that the sudden
predominance of the

cash prize at the end. The state would most likely
question the need for money in such leagues if,
indeed, the intimate associational aspects of the
fantasy league were so strong.
Unfortunately for Florida, its own gambling
regulation scheme answers the question quite
effectively. Fantasy sports participants need only
invoke Section 849.085 of the Florida Statutes to
show the state has codified protection for precisely
the kind of social association involving money that it
would seek to regulate within the context of fantasy
sports. Florida allows the involvement of money in

Internet over the daily

lives of the average
citizen may require a
reevaluation of how
society views the reality
of association.''4 "Virtual
communities" in the
form of message boards,
chat rooms, discussion
forums, and on-line
games constitute some
types of 21st century

o

Participation in such
Internet associations
allows for values like
"variable self-definition
and
individual
empowerment"'" 6 that organizations of the past, such
7
as the Boy Scouts or book clubs, once provided."
Therefore, a court today, seeking to resurrect the
Roberts recognition of afundamental liberty of social
association, may very well choose to include
associations developed online. Expansion would
likely extend to participation in online fantasy sports
leagues where relationships developed over the span
of the season.

certain associational activities. Not acknowledging
this fact would be an act of blatant inconsistency by
the state.
Section 849.085 exempts participation in
certain "penny-ante" games from criminality that
would normally fit under the state's general
prohibition of gambling." 8 This exception protects
those participants who engage in traditional social
gambling games within their dwellings where the
opportunity to win money is secondary to the social
(b) Why is Money Needed?
benefits derived from the activity."9 Protected games
For these intimate associational arguments, include "poker, pinochle, bridge, rummy, canasta,
a question inevitably arises regarding the involvement hearts, dominoes, and mah-jongg in which the
of money. If the main reason for this activity is the winnings of any player in a single round, hand, or
valued relationships and communal benefits that are game do not exceed $10 in value:"20 Florida law
nurtured, why is there such an insistence on the also allows these same games to be played in
availability of a money prize at the end of the season? authorized "card-rooms" within licensed pari-mutuel
Indeed, there is no legal question if fantasy league facilities.2'
participants engaged in leagues that fostered the
The penny-ante exception was born solely
same intimate relationships but that did not have a out of the Florida Legislature's reaction to the

The

staunchest

supporter of Section

h

State
849.085,
Representative David
Thomas, recognized the

is

.

legitimacy of involving
money in some intimate
activities.

He said,

"[w]hen you're talking
about four or five
S
couples who know each
other (and are playing
small-stakes poker), the
state attorney has no
business sitting at the
previously mentioned '22"Largo Eight" fiasco.' 23 There table. Those people should not have to worry about
was a huge national, state, and local outcry being arrested and convicted in the state of
concerning the citation of the eight senior citizens Florida"' I3 Thomas's quote alludes to the notion
for participating in asocial activity with such minimal that these kind of social associations are more
monetary consequences. 4 This public uproar enjoyable when the prospect of winning a lot of pride
undoubtedly was fueled by sentiments that the and a little bit of money is at stake.
This concept is undoubtedly understood by
involvement of money in certain social activities
positively contributes to the competitive and social the justices of the Supreme Court of the United
By passing Section States. Chief justice William Rehnquist's reputation
interaction of participants.'
849.085, the government sent a message to the public as lover of recreational gambling is well
that it recognized the marriage of money and documented. 3 4 The recent release of justice
26
Blackmun's papers, written while on the bench,
gamesmanship in certain associational activities.
This sometimes symbiotic relationship reveals that several of the justices participated in
between activities involving money and genuine social small stakes betting pools.'3 5 A day after the 1992
activity is well documented. The group of seven presidential election, Chief justice Rehnquist
senior citizens2 7 who were arrested for playing 20- announced that justice Sandra Day O'Connor had
cent-a-hand pinochle in a public place expressed won around 18 dollars in an election pool while,
sadness over how regulation of their activity affected "John Dustice John Paul Stevens] and I have lost
their relations. 28 A certain level of camaraderie was $6.30."136
just as in poker or pinochle or a Supreme
lost as some members of the group dropped out
29
because of fear of further sanction. Other states, Court betting pool, the fantasy sports experience
like Colorado andArizona, have codified broad "social shared by agroup of friends is heightened when there
37
gambling" exceptions to their gambling regulatory is the added element of small monetary gain.' An
framework 3 In Colorado, social gambling isallowed intimate fantasy football game among a group of
if it is not part of a business gambling scheme and if college buddies with a pot of $100 is no different
the gambling is "incidental to a bona fide social than a poker game between four couples where tenrelationship."' 3 ' Colorado courts have defined ten dollar hands are played. In both instances, the
"incidental to a bona fide social relationship" as state should not interfere.
"refer[ring] to a game or wager which is made
available to participants who have some legitimate
However, before the Floridian fantasy
common relationship to one another other than to
32
chokes on his own chips and beer from
participant
gambling.'1
in
engage
of having discovered the substantive
the
excitement
At the heart of Section 849.085 isthis same
concession that certain intimate associations due process loophole to prevent state regulation of
involving money are protected from regulation when his activity, some caution is recommended. The
the gambling is only a tributary of the main activity. likelihood of the Court's expanding the Roe doctrine

ntz v

to include a resurrection of the Roberts paradigm is
tenuous at best. The Court's recognition of
fundamental yet unlisted liberties has been strictly
limited to the liberty of abortion or, at most, to the
liberty to have control over decisions regarding
personal, intimate choices.'38 If this is the case,
participation in fantasy sports leagues is relegated
to nothing more than an exercise of one's economic
liberty-- a type of liberty provided little protection
by the current Court. This is the same economic
liberty interest that fantasy sports providers would
invoke to challenge an application of Florida's antigambling statutes against their business.

(i) The Court's Treatment of
Economic Liberties
The modern Court analyzes the regulation
of economic liberties with a very low standard of
scrutiny13 9 Its stance was crystallized in Williamson
v. Lee Optical Co. 40 The case presented the loose
"rational basis" test, stating"[i]t isenough that there
is an evil at hand for correction, and that it might be
thought that the particular legislative measure was a
rational way to correct it [emphasis added].' 4' This
test presents an extremely low hurdle for any
legislature to jump. 42 In fact, the Court has not
used the test to strike down a law on economic
substantive due process grounds.

43

To meet the

Even under the loosest version of the
rational basis test, a "regulation is unconstitutional
only if [it is] arbitrary,discriminatory, or demonstrably
irrelevant to the policy the legislature isfree to adopt,
and hence an unnecessary and unwarranted
interference with individual liberty."' 47 The Court
explains that "[p]rotection against governmental
arbitrariness is at the core of...[substantive] due
process."'

48

Florida courts have followed the

Supreme Court's lead and explain that "[w]hen a
particular attempted exercise of the police power
by a state, or under its authority, passes the bounds
of reason and assumes the character of a merely
arbitrary fiat, it will be stricken down and declared
void.' 1 49 While it is rare for a court to void legislation

when applying the rational basis test, there are
instances when it occurs.
For example, in 2003, a Florida appellate
court in the caseJoseph v.Henderson' voided a state
law affecting certain prisoners because the
application of the law constituted an arbitrary
distinction.'' There, the empowering state law
involved the payment by certain prisoners of a
"booking fee" to further the state interest of
alleviating the financial burdens of incarcerating
prisoners.5 2 The statute distinguished between two
groups of prisoners based on the procedure through
which they were brought to jail and only made those
who were brought to jail under a particular
procedure pay the fee. 3 It was conceded by the
State that the plaintiff prisoner in the case who was
forced to pay the fee could have indeed been brought
to jail under the procedure that did not require a
fee.' 54 In fact, the court could not find any reasonable
distinction between the two procedures that would
justify a basis for differing treatment.' 5 The state
appellate court held that this statute violated
substantive due process because there was nothing
in the record to illuminate why a distinction had
been made.16 The court said that it could not "say
that the distinction drawn between the [procedures]
bears a fair and substantial relation to the object of
the legislation" and that the statute, therefore,
violated due process."'

test, all that is required is a determination by the
Court that a legislature might have concluded a
particular law or regulation was a rational means to
solve acertain problem.'' After cases like Lee Optical,
the Court continued to uphold laws that infringed
upon economic liberties because of its refusal to
recognize those liberties as fundamental. 141
Therefore, if a court rules that participation
in fantasy sports leagues is indeed an exercise of
economic liberty,the prospects are initially bleak for
a fantasy sports participant in Florida. The legislature
would merely offer its rationale for regulating fantasy
sports, for example, that the legislature concluded
that participating in fantasy sports has negative effects
on the economy or that it negatively affects the
family.' 46 The Court would have to decide whether
the legislature could have reasonably thought the
(2) Probable Application to
regulation was a rational way to achieve those goals.
Fantasy Sports Leagues
However, even with this extremely low standard of
scrutiny,the Court's treatment of economic liberties
The state's potential regulation of fantasy
is not just an academic exercise where it instantly sports leagues involving the exchange of money
stamps its approval on economic legislation with just under Section 849.14 would constitute an arbitrary
a cursory look.
exercise of its police powers. Section 849.14

prohibits wagering"any money or other thing of value
upon the result of any trial or contest of skill, speed
or power or endurance of human or beast" and
anyone who does "shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
of the second degree."'" 8 In his advisory opinion,
FloridaAttorney General Robert Butterworth clearly
stated that participating in fantasy sports leagues,
including those intimate leagues with minimal money
involved, is prohibited by the statute.5 9
In direct
opposition to
Section 849.14

stand several
imposing facilities
where wagering
money upon the
results
of
contests

involving both
man and beast
takes
place
thousands of times a day. The state's pari-mutuel
industry is glaring in terms of both the amount of
money involved each year and the huge exception it
represents to the Florida gambling regulation
scheme.160 Pari-mutuel is defined as,"a system of
betting on races or games in which the winners divide
the total amount bet, after deducting management
expenses and taxes, in proportion to the sums they
have wagered individually and with regards to the

gambling regulatory scheme, in the case Greater New
Orleans BroadcastingAssociation v U.S. '66 Inthat case,
the federal government sought to regulate casino
gambling radio and television advertisements.
However, the statute contained various exceptions
including the protection of advertisements about the
state-sponsored lottery and gaming in Native
American casinos. 6 7 In evaluating the government's
argument that it had a justifiable policy interest in
alleviating the
social

stark'-e ptins
b

costs

associated
with gambling,
the

Court

expressed

doubt as to
t

h

e

seriousness of
Sthe
state's

because of the
many exemptions.68 The Court stated that in light
of the many exemptions,
The federal policy of discouraging
gambling in general, and casino
gambling in particular, is now
decidedly equivocal. Any measure of
the
effectiveness of the
Government's attempt to minimize
the social costs of gambling cannot
odds assigned to particular outcomes."' 16 1 More
ignore Congress simultaneous
simply put, it isthe exact activity outlawed by Section
encouragement of tribal casino
849.14. Inside a pari-mutuel facility,' 62 Florida
gambling...[The] regulatory regime is
welcomes its citizens to place as much money as
so pierced by exemptions and
desired on the outcome of a horse race, dog race,
inconsistencies
that
the
or the outcome of a jai-alai game 6 3 and to stay as
Government cannot hope to
long as their wallets allow. 6 4 Furthermore, as
exonerate it [emphasis added]. 69
previously explained, Florida has exempted several The Court concluded that the government did not
social, penny-ante games.
present any rational basis or convincing reason why
To fully understand the arbitrariness of privately owned casino advertisements were singled
7
applying Section 849.14 to fantasy sports out for special attention. 1
participation, the activity must be compared with
Using this rationale, it is unreasonable for
these exceptions that Florida has carved out. There Florida to single out fantasy sports participation for
is no question that gambling creates real problems regulation when there are a host of similarly situated
for individuals and society, and that is why a majority exemptions. Indeed, if Florida wants to justify the
of states across the country outlaw all forms. regulation of fantasy sports, it would have to provide
However, Florida's stark exceptions to its gambling convincing justifications for at least one of the
laws indicate that the state may not have as honest following: I) that fantasy sports participation
6
a motive to alleviate gambling's ills as it purports.1
somehow more directly causes the traditional
The Supreme Court recently expressed negative effects associated with gambling than do
skepticism in a similar situation involving a federal the exempted forms of gambling and therefore is a

more viable target for regulation, and/or 2) that
participation in fantasy sports leagues presents
separate and distinct negative effects to society that
provide the state with a reasonable objective to
regulate. This note contends the state can prove
neither.
(a) Traditional Ills of Gambling: Not
Apparent with Fantasy Sports
Participation Because They Are
Analogous to Harmless Penny-Ante
Games
There are several classic evils associated with
gambling that are cited by states as to why gambling
is illegal. Florida courts have long recognized the
noxious qualities of gambling and its ability to "prey
upon the hard earnings of the poor" and "plunder
the ignorant and simple."" ' However,when analyzed
reasonably, it becomes quite apparent that
participation in intimate fantasy sports leagues does
not contribute to these evils. In fact, when compared
to the potential negative consequences on society
caused by the exempted gambling activities (most
notably the Pari-Mutuel industry), the impotency of
the effects of involvement in fantasy sports leagues
becomes quite apparent.
The experience of participating in these
leagues strongly parallels
the experience common
with protected pennyante games. The money
involved is minimal and
s
is secondary to the social
aspects of the game.
Thus, there is no danger
of breeding compulsive

(i) No Effect on Crime Rate
Traditional arguments against gambling
accuse the industry of helping to increase crime rates
in a number of ways. First, there are strong indicators
that an active gambling industry provides a fertile
breeding ground for organized crime. 7 1

Second,

compulsive gamblers are often driven to commit
crimes to support their habit. 176 Profits made from

gambling are often used to fund other forms of illegal
activity.177

It is almost comical to suggest that an
intimate fantasy sports league comprised of friends
and family does anything to contribute to the
problem of crime. Like groups participating in pennyante games, these groups do not provide an adequate
niche for an organized crime syndicate to flourish
because of the obvious fact that these intimate
leagues are comprised usually of a handful of close
friends.' 78 There is neither a bookie to call nor an
organized debt collection system. Furthermore, the
money involved in these intimate fantasy leagues is
miniscule 179 in relation to the type of money

exchanged in pari-mutuel facilities and other
exempted activities. 80 The little amount of money
involved in these intimate fantasy leagues also leads

-b

gamblers, who are the
main cause of gambling's
negative effect on
society. 72
State

fy

h

'

Attorney Randy Means,
spokesperson for the
attorney who requested
the Attorney General's advisory opinion, felt that
Florida should pass a bill exempting fantasy sports
from the anti-gambling statute because of this very
fact. 173 Means said,"if the other exemptions [lottery,
bingo, jai-alai, etc.] are exempt, then it should make
sense that this penny-ante kind of stuff should be
exempt also."' 74

to the reasonable conclusion that other crimes
would not be committed to support a participant's
hobby.'' In contrast, it is documented that those
Florida citizens who take part in the legally supported
gambling exceptions do commit crimes to support
their habit. Two out of three compulsive gamblers
in Florida will commit crimes to pay off debts or
feed their addiction.

82

(ii) No Negative Effect on the Economy
Arguments are also made that gambling has
noticeable adverse effects on the economy.
Compulsive gamblers are often forced to declare
bankruptcy which means that thousands of
businesses are forced to recoup gamblers'
outstanding debts by raising consumer prices. 83
Society more often than not is the one paying the
economic costs of the
gambling industry.'84
Again, it is hard
to understand how
participation in intimate
fantasy sports leagues
the
harm
would
economy more so than
r
betting at the horse or
dog track.

Opponents of gambling frequently point to
the immoral nature of the practice. Common claims
are that it leads to increased suicide rates 88 and
causes abnormally high levels of anxiety.8 9 It is
estimated that 10-17 innocent people are directly
affected by the actions of one compulsive gambler.' 90
There is the concern that youth may be negatively
affected if they witness a sudden gain of wealth

First, it is

absurd to assert that a
member of an intimate
fantasy sports league would have to declare
bankruptcy as a result of not winning the league.
The money is too minimal and the state cannot
seriously believe that situations would arise where
close friends would place so much money on the
line so as to go broke.
A person playing protected penny-ante
poker at ten dollars a hand would go bankrupt faster
than a fantasy sports participant because the fantasy
sports money is only exchanged at the end of a
season.' For the poker game, a tireless crew could
play 50 hands a night for a week and have $3500
exchange hands. This multiplied over a year far
exceeds the typical 100-150 dollar pots involved with
intimate fantasy leagues.'8
And there are potentially disastrous effects
on the economy that could spawn out of abusive
participation in the pari-mutuel industry. Since 1937,
the Division of Pari-Mutuel Wagering boasts that 57
trillion dollars has been wagered on pari-mutuel
events. 81 7 The state apparently has no concern about
where this money came from, whose lives were
negatively affected, and how many people went
bankrupt. That concern is reserved for the
participants of this author's fantasy league where last
year's money pot for the football season was 75
dollars.
(iii)

Erosion of Morality?

without hard work or that they may follow the
examples of gambling parents.' 9'
There is simply no documentation or
evidence that participation in fantasy sports has
produced suicide or caused an abnormally high level
of anxiety since its inception. 92 As far as the effect
on youth, it is true that children do participate in
fantasy sports. However there are two reasons as
to why this fact does not justify the regulation of
the activity. First, there is no mention in the pennyante Section 849.085 of any age minimum. 93 In fact,
when defining the different kinds of dwellings where
people may participate in the penny-ante games, the
statute includes college dorm rooms as one of the
definitions. 94 Many college freshmen come to school
at the age of 17, one year less than the typical age of
majority. Second, the state is clearly not overly
concerned with exposing children to gambling
because Section 550.0425(3) specifically allows for
children under the age of 18 to work within a parimutuel facility. 95
(b) Special Evils of Fantasy Sports
Participation?
(i)

Sanctity of Sport

Because it is fairly obvious that participation
in fantasy sports does not cause the negative effects
of gambling that the exempted pari-mutuel activities
do, the only way Florida can hope to justify regulation
is to show special evils caused specifically by fantasy

-~

gam

participants may want to
stay home to watch as
many games as possible
(to see the different
games with their fantasy
players) instead of going
to the stadium to watch
the local team.2 0 0 The

link

between

this

justification and fair

regulation isfragile. First,
there is no documented
this
of
evidence
phenomenon and it has
only been posed as a
hypothetical."' Second, an equally strong argument
sports participation. Particularly concerning fantasy
made that fantasy sports help local sports
sports leagues, several arguments have been offered could be
teams because out of town fantasy participants will
regarding why regulation is preferred. They all fail.
2
want to view their players in person.
For example, some feel that participation in
fantasy sports inevitably focuses too much attention
(c) Unconstitutional Application of
teams
on
Section 849.14
on individual players while sacrificing focus
as a whole, which in turn tarnishes the sanctity of
Because Florida cannot distinguish it from
sports. 16 This argument fails because it is not a
gambling activities it allows, singling
exempted
the
constitutionally permissible objective of the state to
fantasy sports leagues that involve the exchange
dictate the way the American public thinks about out
money for regulation under Section 849.14 would
sports. Even the weakest version of the rational of
and capricious exercise of state police
basis test requires that the legislative objective be be an arbitrary
In all instances, involvement in fantasy sports
reasonable." 7 Regulation based on an objective to power.
leagues causes the same or fewer negative effects
steer cultural trends that have no realistic impact
than exempted penny-ante games and
on the health, welfare, and safety of society does on society
negative effects on society than
fewer
has
always
not pass even this weak test.
does the exempted pari-mutuel industry. The
20
(ii) Integrity of Sport
situation is analogous to Greater New Orleans
Court repudiated the
Others argue that there is a potential threat where the Supreme
for attempting to regulate an activity
to the integrity of the sports involved because of government
from protected
the possibility that participants may try to influence that was indistinguishable
court, it is very probable
in
challenged
If
98 Any scintilla of
exemptions.
the outcomes of individual games.'
apparent position on fantasy sports
an argument practically fails. Fantasy teams are that the state's
deemed unconstitutional.
inevitably filled with players from all different teams would be
and success is determined over the course of an
entire season, so in order to have any real effect
one would have to coordinate a scheme involving a
number of games and a multitude of players.
Florida could clear up the confusion
Furthermore, problems would arise when two
sports participation and regain
players on the same fantasy team face each other in surrounding fantasy
a sense of consistency in its regulatory scheme by
real life.' 99
merely adjusting Section 849.085 to include obvious
Diverted Money
(iii)
instances of social gambling, like participation in
the penny-ante
Another argument aimed specifically at fantasy sports leagues. Broadening
the social gambling
fantasy sports is that it may divert money away from statute to more closely match
and Arizona would
Colorado
like
states
of
local sporting industries because of the fact that exceptions

capture intimate fantasy sports participation and
eliminate the arbitrary exercise of police powers.
Using the phrase "incidental to a bona fide social
relationship" as the backbone of the exemption
would better articulate the essence of what
Representative Thomas was talking about when
originally arguing for the penny-ante exception. This
language adeptly covers all kinds of activities, not
just fantasy sports participation, which was
Representative Thomas's20 4 original intent. 05

However, it seems that the Florida legislature
specifically intended to exclude fantasy sports under
Section 849.085 because the statute was drafted six
years after the fantasy sports advisory opinion.
Couple this with the fact that Florida courts have
held that "[t]he penny-ante statute is an exception
to long-standing Florida law that prohibits all such
forms of gambling; as such, it is to be strictly
construed,"206 and the Legislature's intent is clear.
Therefore, the only way for citizens to be assured
that they will not be arrested for participation in a
fantasy sports league is for a group of participants
to seek a declaratory injunction under the
Fourteenth Amendment's Due Process Clause.
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" U.S. CONST. amend. XIV.
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the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to
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See KATHLEEN SULLIVAN & GERALD GUNTHER, CONSTITUTIONAL
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criminal process guarantees of the Bill of Rights are
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indictment provision of the 5 1h Amendment and arguably, the
'excessive bail' provision of the 8th Amendment... Outside
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a matter of due process the freedom from establishment of
religion, and the rights of free exercise speech, press,
assembly, and petition for redress of grievances protected by
the IItAmendment, and the right against uncompensated
takings protected by the 5th Amendment. It has not applied
to the states the protections of the 2 "dor 3 1dAmendments
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example, there seems no reason to believe that if the

poker game Thomas had been talking about was switched to
an intimate game of WAR or Go Fish for small amounts of
money that his attitude would have been any different.
However, under the final version of the penny-ante statute,
participation in these games would be criminalized.
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Inc. v. Dept. of Bus. & Prof'l Regulation 698 So. 2d 306,

308 (Fla. Dist. Ct.App. 1997) (emphasis added).

